
Simplify your accounting process by creating one accounts 
receivable statement for every rooftop

Product Description 

Is your auto group struggling with 
reporting account transactions across 
multiple stores manually with a four-
sided entry? Intercompany is an add-on 
in Auto/Mate’s Accounting and Payroll 
modules that allows parent companies 
to expense multiple child locations 
automatically by setting up accounts 
payable and receivable for all locations. 
With the elimination of manually posting 

multiple company transactions, AMPS 
users can save time and reconcile what 
each store owes the other with ease and 
accuracy.

How Intercompany can help 
your dealership

 ■ Eliminates manual four-sided data entries

 ■ Easily and accurately reconcile with every location

 ■ Spend less time fixing mistakes at the end of the 
month and more time focusing on profits

intercompany accounting 
add-on

Close the end of the month 
and reconcile multiple rooftops 
faster than ever
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Getting the job done becomes more 
difficult and complicated as you deal 
with more store locations. You want the 
dealership to grow, but you also want 
the end of the month to run as smoothly 
as possible. With Intercompany, you can 
perform G/L accounting inquiries and see 
postings across all rooftops. Our journal 
entries make it incredibly easy to reconcile 
at the end of the month.
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Expense employee wages and taxes 
across multiple locations
Are you cutting checks out of one store for employees 
who work in multiple? It’s time to get rid of the extra 
steps of having redistribute those expenses taken from 
one store and start compensating employees with one 
expense for the stores they work in. 

Automatically distribute payable 
expenses “due to/from” entries
Say goodbye to those manual four-sided entries. 
Intercompany automatically sets up “due to/from” 
expenses to all of your stores. Moreover, the accounts 
receivable feature allows users to send one statement 
for every location. Once payment from a company is 
received, the Cash Receipts application distributes the 
payment to the proper dealership, allowing the company 
to write only one check.

Text highlighted in blue indicates an Intercompany transaction 
highlighting company number and account number. 
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Statement of Account
                      Amt. enclosed:                                             

Thank You

DATE SRC REF NO. APPLY TO CHARGES CREDITS BALANCE
PREV. BALANCE $43.24

Company - 02 Auto/Mate Chrysler
Schedule - 51
03/30/2017 99 12365 $5,000.00 $5,043.24
03/30/2017 99 656565 $2,500.00 $7,543.24

Total $7,543.24
Company - 03 Auto/Mate Ford
Schedule - 02
03/01/2017 99 5 $2,326.33 $2,369.57
03/01/2017 99 5 $989.36 $3,358.93

Total $3,358.93
Company - 01 Auto/Mate GM
Schedule - 11
07/15/2011 30 81226 81226 $26.73 $69.97
07/25/2011 32 14453 14453 $524.33 $594.30
07/31/2011 32 44701 44701 $253.62 $847.92
07/31/2011 32 44702 44702 $253.62 $1,101.54
07/31/2011 30 81832 81832 $42.53 $1,144.07
08/05/2011 30 81773 81773 $160.05 $1,304.12
08/05/2011 30 81869 81869 $36.25 $1,340.37
08/11/2011 30 81796 81796 $60.78 $1,401.15
08/16/2011 32 44699 44699 $253.62 $1,654.77
08/16/2011 32 44700 44700 $760.86 $2,415.63
10/15/2011 32 44703 44703 $56.29 $2,471.92
10/15/2011 32 44704 44704 $157.72 $2,629.64
05/01/2012 32 44709 44709 $253.62 $2,883.26
05/01/2012 32 44713 44713 $253.62 $3,136.88
06/27/2012 32 44719 44719 $61.72 $3,198.60
09/26/2012 30 80636 80636 $362.52 $3,561.12
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